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Abstract. According to Article 117 of Russian Federal Law 123 of 2008,
there is a class of objects historical buildings, exhibition complexes, energy
facilities, etc. For these objects, it is not so necessary to eliminate the fire
with automatic fire extinguishing systems, as to contain it until the arrival of
fire departments. However, this law does not specify certain requirements
for automatic installations, the main working substance of which is water
and the solutions. The current situation makes it difficult to design, install
and test automatic fire control systems. Given this, as well as the foreign
experience and domestic developments in the field of automatic fire
extinguishing systems, it is important to conduct a special research work. In
this work, it is necessary both to conduct several fire tests in terms of the
development of a fire with a limited water supply intensity, and to develop
a draft of standard "Water automatic fire containment installations. General
technical requirements. Test methods".

1 Introduction
Automatic fire extinguishing system [1-4] designed for fire elimination and lockout, by now
have found wide application in fire protection systems in different classes of functional fire
hazard [5, 6] in our country as well as abroad.
Modern fire protective equipment is divided by their constructive embodiment into
sprinkler system, deluge system by the type of fire extinguishing agent into water, foam, gas,
powder, aerosol, etc. It is divided into extinguishing: by surface, volume, local volume, and
local surface; by the start methods: manual, automatic, etc.; by performance - modular,
stationary, robotic, etc.; and have different inertia and duration of fire extinguishing agent
supply.
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However, Article 117 of the Federal Law [5] assigns the need to create a new kind of
automatic installations designed to contain the fire. They should: a) provide decrease in rate
of fire area increase and formation of its dangerous factors; b) be applied in the premises
where application of other dangerous factors is inexpedient or technically impossible.
Peculiarities of automatic fire prevention systems.
As shown in the report [7], the automatic fire control system are applicable to:
- objects of historical and cultural heritage: theaters, museums, exhibition complexes, etc.;
- Power installations [8] where class B and E fires are possible [5];
- Medical and scientific institutions.
- large areas where there are no fire protection barriers, including high rack warehouses [9],
workshops, underground parking lots [10], etc;
- high-rise buildings and structures [11];
- objects in cold climatic zones, where it is difficult to maintain a constantly heated supply
of the water for automatic fire extinguishing systems.
The type of the protective agents in the fire extinguishing system should be determined
by the characteristics of the protected object, the type and location of the fire load. Given that
the most common fire extinguishing agent is water and its solutions, it is important to focus
on extinguishing agents.
Also, the report [7], taking into account the work [12, 13] and foreign experience [4]
shows that the requirements of article 117 [5] are achievable under the following conditions:
- the damage from secondary agents, i.e. excessively applied (spilled water), can exceed the
damage from primary such as flame, thermal radiation, etc. [5];
- the supply of water is limited, for example, in arid areas or in areas with extremely low
temperatures [14];
- there is a fire department, which ensures the beginning of extinguishing in minimum time
and before the arrival of fire departments the exit area of which includes the protected object;
- the protected object contains substances, materials, equipment, etc. which are undesirable
or dangerous to come into contact with the used fire extinguishing agents;
- a sprinkler fire control system previously installed in the protected object, due to the height
of its location where it is not possible to effectively eliminate fire [2, 17] and in this system
passes into the category of automatic fire extinguishing equipment;
- automatic fire control system at facilities of fire hazard class F5 [5] must, if necessary,
create curtains preventing or limiting the development of fire factors from the burning zone
(flame, sparks, toxic products of combustion) to other parts of the premises, buildings,
structures, including evacuation routes [15] and high rack storage area [9];
- the automatic fire control system should protect large areas of glazing (especially in highrise buildings [11]) and storage above 5,5 m [9].

2 Materials and methods
In a similar way with works [16, 7, 12, 13] set out the basic requirements for the automatic
fire extinguishing system:
1. The area of fire Sn at the time of arrival and delivery of trunks to extinguish the first
fire unit τ1 should be contained to the size of the area St, which can extinguish a unit of gas
firefighting service [18], ie:
Sn(τ1) < St(τ1)

(1)

If condition (1) is satisfied at the rated linear velocity of fire propagation Vl [21], so use
automatic fire control system is not required.
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2. On the evacuation routes, the fire factors must be contained until the evacuation is
complete (this is typical for historical buildings with non-normative evacuation routes,
hospitals [19], etc.).
3. To avoid the limiting condition of any of the building structures [20], the fire factors
(first of all, the flame, increased temperature and heat flow) must be contained, before the
firefighters supply the barrels for its protection.
To fulfill the 1st requirement, it is necessary to estimate: a) the time τ1 (receiving the
message about the fire, gathering and following of the fire unit, combat deployment and
supplying of hoses); b) the areas St and Sn.
The magnitude of the area St can be determined by the expression:
Sт  n

q
Iн

(2)

where n is the number of nozzles which can be extinguished by the first fire-unit arriving (as
a rule, n=2); q is the water flow from the nozzle (e.g. for the nozzles "B" q=3,5-3,7 l/sec used
on the premises); In is the required surface water supply intensity for extinguishing (e.g. for
industrial buildings In=0,20-0,35 lm per 2 sec ). The value of area Sn can be determined by
the expressions in Table 1.
Table 1. Formulas for determining the area Sn depending on the form, duration and speed of fire
spread.
Time
110
min
1>10
min

Form of fire
Circular and partially circular
Sn = kf(0,5Vdop1)2

Linear
Sn = 0,5klVdopA1

Sn = kf[Vdop(1 –5)]2

Sn = klVdopA(1 –5)

Notes:
Vdop - permissible linear velocity of fire propagation.
kf - a shape factor (in case of fire in the center of the room kf=1; in case of fire near the
wall kf=0,5; in case of fire in the corner of the room kf=0,25);
A - the width of the corridor or a rectangular premise;
kl - the number of directions of combustion propagation (kl=1 when the combustion
spreads to one side, kl=2 when the combustion spreads to both sides along the whole width
of the room а).
The permissible velocity Vdop of fire propagation, when St=Sn, can be determined by the
expression:
𝑆т

𝑉dop

√𝑘 𝜋
= 𝐾т { 𝑓

𝐾т =

(3)

𝑆т

𝑘𝑙 𝑎
2𝜏1−1 , 𝜏1 < 10 min,
{
(𝜏1 − 5)−1 , 𝜏1 ≥ 10 min

(4)

The required irrigation intensity of automatic fire control system can be estimated by
the formula:
𝐼тp = 𝐼н (1 −

𝑉dop
𝑉𝑙

)

𝑘𝑧 𝜏1
𝜏1 −𝜏А

(5)

Where τA is the delay time of switching on the fire control system, counted from the
beginning of fire, min.
kz is a safety factor of the order of 1.1-1.3.A
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3 Results and discussion
Determination of the linear velocity of fire propagation over the fire load under conditions of
its sprinkling can be determined experimentally, for example, on the experimental base of St.
Petersburg State Fire Service of the Ministry of Emergency Situations of Russia.
The water curtain designed to protect walls should consist of two strings with sprinklers;
the specific flow rate of each curtain is at least 0,5 sec/1m/1.
To protect translucent partitions up to EI60 values, sprinkler systems should be installed
along the protected partition so as to ensure the sprinkling of the latter with a specific flow
rate of at least 0,26 l sec/1m/1. Depending on the architectural and planning solutions, the
activation of irrigation systems can occur simultaneously along the entire length of the
partition in the room where the fire occurred/detected, or only on a part of it. Sprinkler
systems may be installed in a single string on the side of the room with a fire load spacing of
not more than 1,5 m. The distance from the axis of the sprinkler system to the partition is
from 0,1 to 0,5 m inclusive.
Separately we can mention the Arctic facilities, where due to the extremely cold climate
the use of water for fire extinguishing is extremely problematic. In this regard, it was
proposed to purge the volumes of Arctic modules with external low-temperature air by
incorporating the built-in purging system [14], which will delay the development of the fire
and ensure the safe operation of the arriving fire department.
Thus, researches in the field of fire-prevention allow to create a project of the new
normative document - standart and to concretize thereby positions of article 117 of the
Federal law [5]. In practice, when using the developed standart, it becomes possible to create
automatic fire control system, protecting a number of objects by holding back the CFP by
water supply until the arrival of fire department or/and the end of the evacuation of people,
when the use of other automatic fire control system is inexpedient or technically impossible.
In the future, it seems necessary to develop an appropriate Hand Book in terms of
requirements for the automatic fire control system and calculation estimates of its parameters.

4 Conclusion
In the frame work of this research the standard of this system was developed considering the
fact that the notion of a, being introduced in the Federal Law [5], practically was not
mentioned in other normative documents of fire protection, there is a task of formalizing a
special document, where the requirements to automatic fire control system are specified
according to the list of protected objects, according to the type and intensity of spray agent,
fire containment time, etc.
This standard "Automatic water fire-retarding installations. General technical
requirements. Test methods" was developed within framework of collaboration between
"organization GK Gefest" and Saint-Petersburg University of State Fire Service of
EMERCOM of Russia and Saint-Petersburg Polytechnic University Peter the Great.
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